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AbstractNowadays, companies that are unaware of knowledge management (KM) and its concepts areconsidered illiterate in business context. In order to thrive in this turbulent market, a companymust be familiar with all concepts pertaining to its intellectual assets, i.e. KM, KM strategy, KMprocesses, its knowledge workers and all other activities involved in managing intangibleassets. Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) as drivers of economical growth play amajor role in prosperity and innovativeness of almost all countries worldwide. In this study, asample of 63 SMEs in north of Iran is drawn for data analysis. Obstacles and issues regardingKM are clearly stated and the degree of their awareness toward KM concepts is measured.
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Introduction

Knowledge ManagementIt is evident that the word  knowledgemanagement (KM) has been used fordiverse activities intended to administer,produce, improve and raise the merit andworthiness of intellectual resources withinan organization, and unsurprisingly thereexists no unanimity on the meaning andexplanation of KM (Haggie and Kingston,2003). Liebowitz (1999) states that “KM isa mixture of abstracts lent from theknowledge-based systems, softwareengineering, human resource managementand organizational behavior”. It engagesfive processes: to obtain and create thedata or information, disseminate andprocess the acquired information, alongwith the promulgation of obtainedinformation extracted through the data tothose who can act and process it.
Approaches to Knowledge ManagementBy applying Earl’s (2001), KM can beclassified into perspectives. Thisclassification into perspectives isestablished upon appropriateness to the

nature of usage of knowledge withinbusiness context which is called “school ofKM”. Three appropriate schools areclassified by Earl as “economic school,organizational school, and strategicschool”. The economic perspective isconcentrated on profit or the monetaryview of knowledge within which thepurpose is to make use of intellectual orintangible assets. The organizationalperspective is concentrated on inter-relations of all entities (involvingemployees as well as top managers) withinorganization for the purpose of making aknowledge setting.Knowledge setting refers to anenvironment or circumstances where therepository of knowledge is available to allentities. The strategic perspective isconcentrated on core competencies, meritsand advantages with the purpose ofdetermining, exploring and exploitingknowledge capacities.As cited by Earl, “economic perspective isabout managing knowledge as an asset, inwhich knowledge or intellectual assetsconsist of patents, copyrights andtrademarks”.  Plenty of approaches are
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available for appraisal of knowledgeresources. Fundamentally, the knowledge-value-added (KVA) is an approach in whichthe circulated knowledge within businesscontext is viewed from a monetary phase. Itmeans that the knowledge regarding itslevel of significance and expertise isnumerically valued. This perspectivetowards the knowledge assets permitsassigning of revenues in portion to valueadded by the knowledge along with cost ofusing that knowledge.Organizational perspective delineatestaking advantage of organizationalstructure or inter-relations betweenentities within organization to partakeknowledge communication process. It hasbeen examined frequently as knowledgecommunity, which is defined as a group ofpeople with same interest and difficultyregarding knowledge activities. Knowledgecommunities are formed and planned forpeculiar goals and ambitions. Theirpractices can benefit dynamically externalenvironment as well as internalenvironment.
Factors Influencing KM AdoptionThere are plenty of factors involved in theeffectiveness of KM. We consider thesefactors by virtue of their importance one byone. First of all, learning as a method ortools may have a critical role in KMeffectiveness and efficiency. Learning is theheart of “knowledge creation process”which is the driver of creativity andinnovativeness in the organization. Byadvancements in technology, the new termof electronic learning (e-learning) hasemerged. There are various tools andapplications that ease the function of e-learning through World Wide Web. Web2.0 applications can be consideredfascinating tools for businesses to managethe process of knowledge creation andsharing.Organizational culture is another factorinfluencing the effectiveness of KM. Cultureas a unique infrastructural foundationdemonstrates a substantial role in theinstallation and acceptance of knowledgemanagement system (KMS) as well as its

success and effectiveness. Further, itdetermines the degree of knowledgesharing as well as the intensity toparticipate in this process withinorganization. “Knowledge friendly culture”is appointed to all entities operating in acompany with a profound feeling anddesire regarding to all knowledgeactivities: “acquisition, conversion,application, and protection” (Meso andSmith, 2000). The structure within whichthe culture shapes itself (i.e. the companyor organization) is quite unique which isimpossible to be replicated. Therefore,“Knowledge friendly culture” is a strategicasset due to that it cannot be imitated,replaced or replicated. Organizationsshould have a strategy to cultivate trustamong employees thereby encouragingthem to have a tendency to practice andparticipate in all activities pertaining tocirculating knowledge in business context.Organizational structure, the last but notleast, as an infrastructural requirement tothe skeleton of KM has a major role in itseffectiveness and prosperity. KM needs astructure in which the collaborationbetween different business units andgroups is established at a high level.Organizational infrastructure is nottangible. Each organization has a uniquestructure that is not similar to otherorganizations. Davenport et al. (1998)declared that “a well-developedorganizational infrastructure can be asource of long lasting competitiveadvantage”. This merit does not result fromorganizational ranking policies butdynamic mutual action of individuals andteams that make up the hierarchy byassistance of middle managers and frontline employees. It could be facile to copythe “organization's hierarchy” or rankingsystem but it is absolutely cumbersome toimitate the exact characteristic of mutualaction happening in the context of businessprocesses in a company. Therefore,organizational infrastructure can be seenas an important asset and it could beidentified as a fertilizer for effectiveness ofKM. Organizations should flatten thehierarchy to reduce extra bureaucracy,coordinate the tasks without difficulty and
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promulgate the culture of collaborationthroughout the organization.
Knowledge Management ProcessThe knowledge-based economy is a reality(Halawi et al., 2006). KM is demonstratedas an assembly of concepts, theories as wellas activities publicized in this centurycontaining “core competencies, resource-based theories, balanced scorecard andintellectual assets, total qualitymanagement and so forth” (Corrall, 1998).It implies that KM has a crucial role inactivities and processes pertinent to valuechain. A prior condition of implementationof KM is to perceive and developinfrastructure elements needed to bolsterthe gathering, management and transfer oftacit and explicit organizational knowledge.These elements are processes, people andtechnology.Any process that bolsters one of fourcomponents of KM can be seen as a KMprocess. Components of KM are knowledgeacquisition, retention, exploitation andprotection. KM process is about takingadvantage of intellectual capital ofindividuals for the purpose of realizing anorganization’s innovating capabilities(Swan et al., 2000). Tiwana (2002)identifies fundamentals of KM processes as“knowledge acquisition, knowledge sharingand knowledge utilization”. He states thattechnology as a medium must be able tosupport each stage of KM process. Onemust notice that technology is merely anenabler which is strongly contingent in theorganization context.Companies can execute five courses ofaction to be successful in the KM processes:1. First of all, they have to identifyproblems and outline set of actionsregarding knowledge activities.2. Establish knowledge crew/worker ascross functional employees who canparticipate in the process of decisionmaking.3. Senior and middle level managers mustparticipate in the process.

4. Assist companies to influence theirorganizational culture to practiceknowledge activities.5. Making knowledge accessible by utilizingvarious networks and technologies.
Knowledge Management StrategyStrategy can be determined as a balancebetween internal resources (strengths) andthe opportunities raised from externalsetting (Grant, 1991). In other words,strategies surface due to mutual actions ofan enterprise with its business settingtogether with its knowledge workers andall who participate in this process (Nurmi,1998). Moreover, Barney (1991) states thata course of action is claimed to be a“competitive advantage” at the time when acompany develops an appropriate set ofactions which is not concurrently beingdeveloped by competitors. As stated byPorter (1985), competitive advantage canbe considered “the ability to obtain returnon investment above the average”. Porter(1996) states that the spirit of a strategy isin its activities which are pertinent tocarrying out these tasks in a differentmanner or to do different activities than itsrivals. Further, a prolonged andadvantageous core competency isidentified as the extent to which a companyobtains a “superior performance” at thetime it designs and develops set of actionswhich is not simultaneously developed byits rivals and at the time rivals are impotentand hesitant to procreate and are unawareof these set of actions (Barney, 1991). KMactivities are believed to be the most recentset of actions in intensifying company’sperformance (Bell and Jackson, 2001).Fahey (1996) mentioned that twosignificant concepts i.e. “knowledge andstrategy” are complex having dynamicdefinitions with many facets. Strategy-oriented knowledge consists of plenty ofdiverse fields, including “competitors,customers, suppliers, technologies,regulations and policies”. An organizationhas the opportunity to observe the currentcourse of actions to find out the way that itcould utilize all potential “knowledgeassets”, or consider to the available and
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core knowledge to pinpoint which courseof action will fit the demanded advantagesand suitable for its business setting (Halawiet al., 2006). Thus, it is more likely torecognize the linkage between strategy andknowledge regarding the way that thelatter and its appropriate administrationhave the potential to produce “strategicadvantage” for an organization.As stated by Zack (1999), the first step foran enterprise to delineate the connectionsbetween “knowledge and strategy” is toprecisely express its strategic design anddetermine what types of intellectualresources are imperative to accomplish thesuggested course of action therebydisclosing its strategic knowledge gap. Thisstrategic knowledge gap can be covered bya KM strategy. Tiwana (2000) mentionedthat knowledge compels strategy andstrategy compels KM. Moreover, he statesthat without a clearly expressed and welldefined linkage between KM and businessstrategy, even the world’s best KM systemswill have a zero value. Strategic businessmanagers and knowledge manages, thus,should notice the significant impact ofknowledge in corporate strategy'sformulation and business success.Halawi et al., 2006 state that “KM strategyis the process of creating, codifying, andpromulgating tacit and explicit knowledgewithin an organization/firm, transferringthe right information/knowledge to theright persons, in the right place andoccasion”. The knowledge strategy clarifiesthe requirements, the path and set ofactivities to meet the designated goals. Itmust be mentioned that knowledgestrategy isn’t identical to KM strategy.Knowledge strategy is a well-practicedcourse of action that an enterprise holdaccountable for all issues regarding KM, togive power to it. According to Civi (2000), afirm’s well practiced course of action (i.e.strategy) must reveal its corporate view tothose actions which dominated entirely thefirm. In addition, competitive/corporatecourse of action is required to be as anenabler to KM strategy. For organizations,in order to flourish in exploitation of theirknowledge assets, a proper balance

between the organization’s mission andobjectives and its KM strategy should beidentified. This suggests that KM strategyshould be aligned with corporate strategy.Drew (1999) investigated the way in whichthe responsible administrators couldimplement KM in their strategic activitieswithin organizations. He states thesubstantial requirement to implement KMin direction of “strategy formulation” whichis the setting of vision and mission as wellas observing and assessing external andinternal environment.Unfortunately, development of KM hasmainly focused on IT in which businessstrategy is not even concerned (Zack,1999). It indicates that the integrationbetween KM strategy and business strategyhas been missed. The most significantcontext for leading KM is the firm's courseof action. The firm's strategy aids toidentify KM initiatives that bolster itsmission and objectives. Snyman and Kruger(2004) declared that “KM strategy should,therefore, not be managed analogous withbusiness strategy, but should be an integralpart of business strategy”. Zack (1999)proposed that “knowledge assets should beanalyzed in connection with their supportof business strategy by accomplishing aSWOT analysis”.
Knowledge WorkersThe term “knowledge work” or “knowledgeworker” is proportionately a new conceptinitially defined by Peter Drucker (1959).Drucker specified knowledge worker (KW)as those employees that take advantage oftheir intellectual resources. Then, in theearly 1990s, he represented KWs asemployees who utilize analytical andtheoretical knowledge to facilitateinnovation and develop new goods andservices. According to Davenport andPrusak (2000), Knowledge workers areassigned to those who produce knowledgeor those whose use of knowledge is themost important aspect of their work. Theyexpanded this concept by defining KWs asthose educated people or expertise whosework is mostly related to creation,dissemination or application of knowledge.
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Another definition of KWs is given byHorvath (2001) which defines KWs asthose who work for a living at the tasks ofutilizing or developing knowledge. Byvirtue of this broad definition, a wide rangeof tasks can be identified, such as planning,storing, organizing, programming,analysing, researching, distributing,marketing and many other tasks thatdemand transformation of information.Thus, KWs can be managers, engineers,analysts, accountants, programmers,lawyers and so forth.
Small and Medium Sized Enterprises
(SMEs)Nowadays, a growing number of nationsare experiencing a competitive marketrather than a monopolistic market SMEs, asindustrial wheels have a substantial role ina country’s growth and success (Valaei,2011). Today, the competitiveness incurrent economy has shifted from tangibleor physical resources to intangible orintellectual resources. Concerns ofinformation systems have changed frommanaging the information to manageknowledge. Those SMEs that embrace theKM activities and deploy them within theirorganizations have an advantage over theircompetitors. Further, SMEs have aprofound contribution to the GDP of acountry. In this arena of IT revolution, inorder to be competitive, companies takeadvantage of KM to manage their expertiseand knowledge which contains the mostprecious asset of the company.SMEs comprise 90 percent of allenterprises in Iran (Bayati, 2007).In thisstudy, SMEs in Iran are analyzed and thedegree of their awareness toward KMconcepts is measured. In Iran, companieswith employees between 10 and 49 areregarded as small businesses andcompanies with employees between 10 and99 are regarded as SMEs. Iran is extremelydependent on its oil and gas production,and around 82.5 percent of its exports arefrom this industry. In this globalizedmarket, Iran needs to expand its non-oilexports in order to deal with competitionand present itself as an importantrepresentative of middle-eastern countries

in WTO. Unfortunately, Iranian industrialSMEs contribute less than five percent ofnon-oil exports but it has great potential inboosting export with enormous scope forgrowth in the country.SMEs as wheels of industries have aprofound influence on the global economy.It is predicted that the development ofSMEs will be the key success factor for nextdecades throughout the world. All researchstudies in this context agree with the factthat SMEs have created job opportunities,technological improvement and innovationcapacities along with high income. SMEshave a significant contribution to grossdomestic product (GDP) and industrialdynamicity. Due to severe globalcompetition and high customer demandsfor new goods and services, theirimportance has increased. SMEs are thefoundation of developed economiesworldwide. They shape the formation ofprivate sector, comprise over 90 percent ofenterprises worldwide and constitute 50 to60 percent of employment. They have ahigher contribution in manufacturingindustries, and in developing economies;they account for 90 to 95 percent, or more,of all industrial enterprises. They accountfor 70 to 75 percent of industrialemployment and around 50 to 60 percentof industrial output. Additionally, a studyconducted by “Ministry of Industries inIran about the role of industrial SMEs intotal exports” indicates that the nation’sentire export will increase up to 108 billiondollar by the year 2020/2021. Industrialsector will contribute more than 52 billiondollars. In order to achieve this goal, Iranmust have an open-economy; otherwise itwould be difficult to reach that goal.
Research MethodologyFor the purpose of collecting primary datafor this study, a questionnaire is designedfor   companies in north of Iran to find outtheir level of understanding toward KM,technology availability and usage, issuesrelated to KM and obstacles to implementit. 70 questionnaires were issued of which63 were accepted for data analysis. Table 1summarizes the demographic informationof Iranian SMEs participated in this study.
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Respondents are categorized based onthree industry sectors includingmanufacturing (67.5%), service (6.5%) andothers (26%). Most of respondents arechief executive officers (47.6%). Otherexecutives and managers consist of 36.5%and 15.9%. Regarding size of company,14.3% have below 10 employees; 25.4%have employees between 10 and 30; 17.5%have employees between 30 and 50; 23.8%have employees between 50 and 70; and19% have employees between 70 and 99.

Most of companies participating in thisstudy are registered under Limited (LTD)Co. which stands for 90.5%. 7.9% ofcompanies are registered underCooperative company as well as 1.6% forLimited liability partnership (LLP). Mostcompanies (66.6%) have annual sales ofbelow than 10 million dollars. 49.1% ofcompanies have been in business for 5 to10 years and 30.1% of them have morethan 20 years of experience.
Table 1: Demographic Information of Iranian SMEsIndustry sector Manufacturing (67.5%)Service (6.5%)Others (26%)Position in thecompany CEO (47.6%)Other executives (36.5%)Managers (15.9%)Number of employees Below 10 (14.3%)Between 10-30 (25.4%)Between 30-50 (17.5%)Between 50-70 (23.8%)Between 70-99 (19.0%)Registration status ofcompany Limited (LTD) Co. (90.5%)Cooperative company (7.9%)Limited liability partnership (LLP) (1.6%)Annual sales Below 5 million dollars (33.3%)Between 5-10 million dollars (33.3%)Between 10-15 million dollars (14.3%)Between 15-20 million dollars (12.7%)More than 20 million dollars (6.3%)History of thecompany 1-5 years (8%)5-10 years (49.1%)10-20 years (12.8%)More than 20 years (30.1%)

Knowledge Management AwarenessDo managers have to be knowledgechampions or care for lessons learned andknowledge sharing? Is a KM workshophelpful or should it be a common topic inmeetings? Is KM included in annual reportsand is it aligned to organizationalobjectives and goals? How does one settle aplacement and an appropriatearrangement between management

priorities and KM opportunities? Theanswer for all these questions is“awareness of KM at management levels”.Managers should be aware of KMterminology and its key components.Whereas they are involved in value chainactivities (inbound logistics, operation,outbound logistics, marketing and salesand services) (Porter, 1985), they mustconsider knowledge value chain (KVC)model in their value chain analysis.
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Further, a KM workshop is essential tocreate interest and stimulate managers andemployees to practice it. A KM workshopwould induce managers to realize theimportance of KM within theircompany/organization. Then, KM shouldbe reflected in regular meetings due to itsvital role in organization’s life cycle.To align organizational priorities and KMopportunities, management shouldconsider learning about KM activities. Topmanagers should be positive, shouldconsent to be a learning organization andshould create an enabling atmosphere forpracticing KM within organization.Employees should take advantage oflearning opportunities and KM initiativesshould be combined in their jobdescriptions with proper training.In the following sections, the result ofquestions pertaining to Iranian companies’understanding and perceptions toward KMwill be analyzed and categorized in termsof statements asked in questionnaire.

However, a good perception orunderstanding of KM definitions andprinciples is imperative for companies inorder to develop their own KM strategy.Each statement is measured based on aseven-level Likert Scale as (0) Don’tknow/Not sure, (1) Totally disagree, (2)Disagree, (3) Somehow disagree, (4)Somehow agree, (5) Agree and (6) Totallyagree.
Statement 1: “KM is a process of creation,
assimilation, retention and utilization of
knowledge”.The respondents’ degree ofagreement/disagreement toward thisstatement is summarized in table 2.Surprisingly, most respondents decided toconcur with the first statement in which50.8 percent have chosen “agree” and 12.7percent for “totally agree”. 36.5 percenthave chosen “somehow agree”. It can bededuced that all the participants havechosen correctly regarding this statement.

Table 2: KM is a Process of Creation, Assimilation, Retention and Utilization of
Knowledge

Statement 2: “IT is a key part of KM”.Surprisingly, as tabulated in table 3, mostrespondents (63.5 percent have chosen
“agree/totally agree” and 30.2 percent havechosen “somehow agree”) agreed with thisstatement.

Table 3: IT is a Key Part of KM
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Statement 3: “KM is all about the
utilization of ICT”.Unsurprisingly, as illustrated in table 4,most respondents (76.2 percent have

consented with this statement by choosing“agree/totally agree”) agreed with thisstatement.
Table 4: Knowledge Management is all about the Utilization of ICT

Statement 4: “KM is a type of process-
improvement method (for instance, Just-
in-Time, MBO, and so forth)”.As illustrated in table 5, some of therespondents (31.7 percent have chosen“agree/totally agree” and 36.5 have chosen

“somehow agree”) agreed with thisstatement. Moreover, 27 percent (4.8percent “disagree”, 3.2 percent “totallydisagree”, and 19 percent “somehowdisagree”) disagreed with this statementand 4.8 percent have chosen “don’tknow/not sure”.
Table 5: KM is a Type of Process-improvement Method

Statement 5: “KM is a new marketing
strategy”.As shown in table 6, some respondents(31.7 percent have chosen “agree/totally

agree” and 30.2 have chosen “somehowagree”) agreed with this statement.Moreover, 38 percent (9.5 percent“disagree”, 7.9 percent “totally disagree”and 20.6 percent “somehow disagree”)disagreed with this statement.
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Table 6: Knowledge Management is a New Marketing Strategy

Statement 6: “KM is the management of
information, knowledge and experience
accessible to a company”.Surprisingly, as tabulated in table 7, mostrespondents (58.7 percent have chosen“agree/totally agree” and 27 percent have

chosen “somehow agree”) agreed with thisstatement which is precisely whatknowledge management is about in orderto obtain a competitive advantage. A fewrespondents disagreed and some of them(28.6 percent) chose “somehow disagree”.
Table 7: Knowledge Management is the Management of Information, Knowledge and

Experience Accessible to a Company

Statement 7: “KM is a training program
that all managers must participate”.As illustrated in table 8, some respondents(11.1 percent have chosen “agree” and 34.9have chosen “somehow agree”) agreed

with this statement. Moreover, 52.3percent (9.5 percent “disagree”, 11.1percent “totally disagree” and 31.7 percent“somehow disagree”) disagreed with thisstatement.
Table 8: KM is a Training Programme that all Managers Must Participate
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Statement 8: “KM is a theory developed
by an academician”.Surprisingly, as shown in table 9, mostrespondents (55.6 percent have chosen

“disagree/totally disagree” and 20.6percent have chosen “somehow disagree”)disagreed with this statement. Only 14.3percent (4.8 percent “agree”, 9.5 percent“totally agree”) agreed with this statement.
Table 9: KM is a Theory Developed by an Academician

Statement 9: “KM is a management trend
or fad”.As illustrated in table 10, all respondents(34.9 percent have chosen “totally

disagree”, 23.8 percent “disagree” and 28.6percent “somehow disagree”), except one,have disagreed with this statement.Furthermore, 11.1 percent of respondentshave chosen “don’t know/not sure”.
Table 10: KM is a Management Trend or Fad

In addition to frequency analysis, thedescriptive analysis regarding eachquestion with mean, standard deviation isillustrated in table 11. For instance, firststatement (KM is a process of creation,
assimilation, retention and utilization ofknowledge) obtained the highest mean of4.76, since all respondents agreed firmlywith this statement.
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Table 11: Descriptive Statistics of KM Awareness

Deficiencies Caused within Companies
Due to Lack of KM ApproachSome difficulties occurred amongst SMEsdue to lack of a KM approach. For instance,47.6% of SMEs mentioned that just one ortwo key employees had the requiredknowledge about particular project orbusiness process and when these personsleft, the company had difficulties inretaining back the knowledge about theproject or the process. 36.5% ofrespondents mentioned that they wereunable to obtain information demandedbecause the person in charge or therequired data was not available at the righttime. 41.3% agreed with the statement thata decision making process had to be put offto a later time due to inaccessibility ofpersons in charge. 36.5% of respondentschose the statement that there wereunaware of their colleagues’ projects.Finally, 19% agreed that every project wasregarded as a new project and all processesinvolved in a new project had to beinitiated from scratch.
Obstacles in Adopting KMRespondents were asked about theobstacles in adopting KM in their

companies. 47.6% have chosen that “lack ofunderstanding of KM and its benefits” wasa restrain in adopting KM. 25.4% havechosen difficulties in “determining whatkind of knowledge to be managed andmaking it available” as an obstacle.Overcoming technological limitations, lackof technology expertise, lack of technologyresources, lack of training, financiallimitations, lack of employee’sparticipation, lack of trust and lack ofrewards for knowledge sharing werechosen as difficulties and restraints with“19%, 49.2%, 11.1%, 57.1%, 20.6%, 38.1%,46%, and 22.2% respectively”. 55.6% ofrespondents mentioned that employeeswere not willing to share knowledge. 6.3%mentioned that KM is not relevant tocompany’s goals. 3.2% decided to choosethat KM costs are not justifiable comparedto its potential benefits. 14.3 mentionedthat KM benefits are not significant. 11.1%stated that KM implementation is timeconsuming. And finally 1.6% declared thatKM is too expensive.
KM Evolution in Iranian CompaniesWhile businesses are utilizing basictechnologies such as Email and database,these technologies will stimulate
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employees to perceive the merits of KM,thus, KM awareness will be shaped in thisstage by considering the “Time” parameter.With employees’ thirst to deploy KMactivities, the company moves to a newstage which is called KM 1.0. Likewise, theparameter of time is required to quenchthe thirst of employees who are likely to bedissatisfied with existing technologies (web1.0 technologies). Therefore, the concept ofKM is meaningful when the companyutilizes “Web 2.0 technologies (blogs, wikis,social bookmarking and so forth.)” and byconsidering the dynamic effect of “Time”parameter, the KM 1.0 moves to a newstage which is called KM 2.0 i.e. theutilization of Web2.0 technologies.Indeed, passing through the traditionaltechnology to Web 2.0 shifts thecompany/organization from a controlledand private environment to a public andcollaborative setting. The future of KM andKMS will be fascinating with emergence ofWeb 3.0 and Web 4.0 in which it would becalled KM 3.0 and KM 4.0. Likewise, itrequires the parameter of “Time” to shiftthe organization from KM 2.0 to KM 3.0 andso forth. It should be noted that the crucialrole of government in developing policies,foundation and infrastructural technologysupport is inevitable to pave the way of KMadoption. Regarding these discussions,Iranian companies are situated betweentraditional technological stage and web 1.0stage of KM and again it requires theparameter of time to enter a new era of KM.
ConclusionThis study investigates the level of KMawareness amongst Iranian SMEs.Executives were asked nine questionsabout their understanding of KM. KMawareness is not new amongst IranianSMEs, considering the fact that principles ofKM have been unconsciously practiced bySMEs over and over. Nowadays, the majordifferences of KM are the changedenvironment as well as the technologicaladvancements and tools. Respondentswere asked about their IT solutions withintheir companies and most of themanswered that they at least have access toE-mail, Internet and some of them have

implemented Intranet as well as databases.Thus, it can be inferred that they are notcomputer illiterate.Regarding KM understanding andperceptions, based on findings in dataanalysis, most respondents agree that KMis a process of creation, assimilation,retention and utilization of knowledge.They also concur with the statement thatinformation technology is a key part of KM.In addition, they disagreed that KM is amanagement fad or theory developed by anacademician. Therefore, it can beconcluded that the level of KM awarenessamongst Iranian SMEs is medium in whichsome companies understand the principlesof KM but they observe some obstacles anddifficulties in pursuing a KM approach.Obstacles in KM adoption have beenidentified as “lack of understanding of KMand its benefits, lack of training, lack ofemployee’s participation, lack of trust, lackof rewards for knowledge sharing as wellas unwillingness to share knowledge”.
RecommendationsKM will facilitate the process of problemsolving and it has a direct relationship withthe company's efficiency. Moreover, lack offundamental communication systems aswell as information systems can causebusinesses to be uninformed aboutbusiness environment. Some respondentsmentioned that the Internet speed is low inthe region. In addition, some of themdeclared that knowledge sharing isperceived as a wrong business activity. Allthese aforementioned issues emphasize thegovernment role in supporting andproviding assistance to companiespursuing KM. For instance, since highspeed broadband is illegal in Iran due tosome political issues, policy makers, as aninitiative for implementing KM, shouldprovide high speed Internet as well astechnological supports to companies. Thegovernment can urge a competitiveenvironment in which information is easilycirculated among businesses andcompetitors. To do so, training programsare necessary for executives to learn aboutthe merits of KM thereby applying itsprinciples within their organization.
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